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THE BRIEFING

MEP systems

Invisible touch –
Embracing all 6 dimensions
MIDDLE EAST

Martin W. J. Smith – MEP
Building Services Technical
Expert at Diales makes a case
for the benefits to clients
and contractors alike of
implementing a good and timely
commissioning process of
building services MEP systems
April 2021 | MEConstructionNews.com

B

uildings are all conceived
with a particular purpose
in mind. Project teams are
set the goal of delivering
on the “Need” of the client
and the building users. However, many
buildings fail to satisfy, and this can be
for many reasons. One such reason is
the lack of attention paid to the proper
setting to work in the first instance.
One theme that often leads to
client dissatisfaction is poor operating
function of MEP systems due to poor
commissioning and those activities
that are intended to lead to successful
setting to work. Such outcomes do
not tend to be caused solely during the

short time that the commissioning and
associated activities are afforded but are
affected by a much wider neglect of the
necessity and importance of this area
of work. Commissioning is the unseen,
sometimes unnoticed process that is an
absolute necessity to ensure that each
building service and consequently the
whole building performs the function
desired. Hence MEP commissioning
is the “invisible touch”. What
might be done to improve this?
Whilst it is appropriate that each
project team member focusses on
its own aspect of delivery, it is also
important to retain a grasp of the overall
project objective. It is important to

All elements matter
Project teams
must recognise
the importance of
all elements of the
design, construction,
implementation
and setting to work
of the building.

Learn for the future
Martin W.J. Smith
states that a ‘good
commissioning’
approach not only
has project specific
benefits, but also
allows teams to learn
and prepare for future
project challenges.

promote whole team and whole project
thinking, cooperation and co-ordination
to ensure that the physical form of the
building fulfils the functional need, by
including appropriate time, resources
and capital to ensure the product is
“Commissioned” (Checked, Balanced,
Tested, Set to work) and Handed over
to a client in a state that suits his Need.
To fulfil the sophisticated needs
of our built environment requires
a balance of 6 dimensions.
The three spatial dimensions; a
building must be the right size; the
fourth is Time: a building must fulfil
the client’s need in a timely manner;
The fifth is Cost: a buildings’ objective
is almost always measured against
a financial investment value; and
finally, the sixth dimension is the
senses; animate interaction with the
manipulated controlled environment
is perceived by our senses.
To satisfy the senses demands
the forced dynamic adjustment of
the environment. Such adjustment
is achieved primarily by the
implementation of building services
engineering systems, to satisfy the
perception of sight, temperature,
humidity, sound and smell.
However, MEP building services
installation and setting to work by
the inherent process of constructing
buildings occurs last and is often
paid too little attention, hence, the
opportunity to satisfy the “need” is lost.
Whole project teams must recognise
the importance of all elements of the
design, construction, implementation
and setting to work of the building
and include building operation after
construction in its whole project
life approach from the outset of the
project and into building operation.
The Dynamic MEP systems that
allow satisfaction of the “Need” and
“Function” are not yet sufficiently
intelligent to “set themselves up”
and perform immediately without
help from the project team. The
project process therefore must allow
for the comprehensive inclusion of
the whole commissioning process to
ensure proper building function.
Often, the focus of attention lies
with other elements of the project

design and construction process. Even
if commissioning is recognised for
its true importance during the design
stages of a project, it is often the
physical process that is squeezed.
The capital cost imperative to both
clients and contractors dictates that it
is inherent in the building process that
agreed construction programmes should
be kept on track. Consequently, when
a project falls behind programme, the
construction team almost invariably
attempts to maintain the final
delivery date by making adjustments
to construction activities where it
is seen fit or it is “easy” to do so.
MEP building services installations
are installed and are ready for
commissioning towards the end
of the construction programme.
Commissioning cannot start until all
systems are complete and it always
occurs last in a construction programme.
So, if a construction programme
is to be squeezed, which activities are
likely to suffer? Those that occur last.
It might even be suggested that since
such activities are carried out by third
or fourth tier sub-contractors in the
chain of engaged parties, the higher tiers
see little direct consequence and have

no direct contact with the workface
at this point and such decisions to
reduce the time allowed is an easy
decision to take. Commissioning
and the associated activities are
the easiest target to squeeze.
When the time allocated for
commissioning and demonstration is
cut short, the product is compromised.
All such activities must be given
due time if a building is to perform
and fulfil the clients “Need”.
It should be recognised, unlike
other industries, building project teams
are not afforded the opportunity to
build a number of prototypes prior to
production to test the finished product
is deemed satisfactory for the client
/ marketplace. No two buildings are
alike, and it is an important part of
project delivery to remember and take
cognizance that there is no prototype.
Part of the commissioning process
must understand and respond to the
unique product being delivered. This
of itself takes, time, effort and capital.
A “good commissioning” approach
to project delivery provides not only
project specific benefits but allows
teams to implement lessons learned
on previous projects to future ones.
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